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Promise Me, Dad - Joe Biden 2019-01-05
A New York Times Bestselling Author In
November 2014, the Biden family gathered on
Nantucket for their traditional Thanksgiving
celebration; it was the one constant in their
hectic, scrutinized, and over-scheduled lives. But
this year felt different from all those that had
come before. Joe and Jill Biden's eldest son,
Beau, had been diagnosed with a malignant
brain tumor, and his survival was uncertain.
Promise me, Dad, Beau had told his father, "Give
me your word that no matter what happens,
you're going to be all right." Promise Me, Dad
chronicles the year that followed, the most
momentous and challenging in Joe Biden's
extraordinary life and career.
Beyond Paradigms - Rudra Sil 2010-08-31
While paradigm-bound research has generated
powerful insights in international relations, it
has fostered a tunnel vision that hinders
progress and widens the chasm between theory
and policy. In this important new book, Sil and
Katzenstein draw upon recent scholarship to
illustrate the benefits of a more pragmatic and
eclectic style of research.
Multicast Networking and Applications - C.
Kenneth Miller 1999
A tutorial and complete description of the core
concepts and real-world applications of IP
multicast, one of the most effective solutions
alleviating network congestion. The author, one
of the key technologists in multicasting,
describes a series of multicast applications and
shows how they can be used to improve business

processes and information dispersal without
causing network infrastructure overload.
Eternal Marriages Don't Just Happen - Mark
Shields 2018
Happy marriages don't just happen. As an
experienced divorce lawyer, Mark Shields has
seen the warning signs over and over again.
He'll teach you how to protect your eternal
relationship by counteracting the common
causes of divorce with sound doctrinal
principles. Whether you're dating, engaged, or
married, this is a must-read book for creating
and maintaining your happily ever after.
A Path with Heart - Jack Kornfield 2009-10-21
“This important guidebook shows in detail and
with great humor and insight the way to practice
the Buddha’s universal teachings here in the
West. Jack Kornfield is a wonderful storyteller
and a great teacher.”—Thich Nhat Hanh “Jack is
helping to pave the path for American Buddhism,
bringing essential basics into our crazy modern
lives. And the language he uses is as simple and
as lovely as our breath.”—Natalie Goldberg
Perhaps the most important book yet written on
meditation, the process of inner transformation,
and the integration of spiritual practice into our
American way of life, A Path with Heart brings
alive one by one the challenges of spiritual living
in the modern world. Written by a teacher,
psychologist, and meditation master of
international renown, this warm, inspiring, and
expert book touches on a wide range of essential
issues including many rarely addressed in
spiritual books. From compassion, addiction, and
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psychological and emotional healing, to dealing
with problems involving relationships and
sexuality, to the creation of a Zen-like simplicity
and balance in all facets of life, it speaks to the
concerns of many modern spiritual seekers, both
those beginning on the path and those with
years of experience. A Path with Heart is filled
with practical techniques, guided meditations,
stories, koans, and other gems of wisdom that
can help ease your journey through the world.
The author’s own profound—and sometimes
humorous—experiences and gentle assistance
will skillfully guide you through the obstacles
and trials of spiritual and contemporary life to
bring a clarity of perception and a sense of the
sacred into your everyday experience. Reading
this book will touch your heart and remind you
of the promises inherent in meditation and in a
life of the spirit: the blossoming of inner peace,
wholeness, and understanding, and the
achievement of a happiness that is not
dependent on external conditions. Sure to be a
classic, A Path with Heart shows us how we can
bring our spirituality to flower every day of our
lives. It is a wise and gentle guidebook for an
odyssey into the soul that enables us to achieve
a deeper, more satisfying life in the world.
12 Rules for Life - Jordan B. Peterson 2018-01-23
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER #1
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER What does
everyone in the modern world need to know?
Renowned psychologist Jordan B. Peterson's
answer to this most difficult of questions
uniquely combines the hard-won truths of
ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of
cutting-edge scientific research. Humorous,
surprising and informative, Dr. Peterson tells us
why skateboarding boys and girls must be left
alone, what terrible fate awaits those who
criticize too easily, and why you should always
pet a cat when you meet one on the street. What
does the nervous system of the lowly lobster
have to tell us about standing up straight (with
our shoulders back) and about success in life?
Why did ancient Egyptians worship the capacity
to pay careful attention as the highest of gods?
What dreadful paths do people tread when they
become resentful, arrogant and vengeful? Dr.
Peterson journeys broadly, discussing discipline,
freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling
the world's wisdom into 12 practical and

profound rules for life. 12 Rules for Life shatters
the modern commonplaces of science, faith and
human nature, while transforming and ennobling
the mind and spirit of its readers.
No More Bananas - Jeroen Kraaijenbrink
2019-06-21
“Feel better, get done more and become a nicer
person” In this age of social media, fake news,
individualism and information overload, the
certainties we relied on in the past are gone. In
our quest for assurance and support, the only
seemingly dependable pillar left is other people.
So we look to them. But they are unsettled too.
And by looking to them, we create and
perpetuate our own vicious stress-cycle. As a
result, we lose our sensible selves. And we go
bananas. But there is good news. If we look
around us, there are people who withstand the
collective lunacy and stay grounded. They do
something that most of us have a hard time
doing: they stay themselves. And the best news
is that what they can do, you can do too. It
doesn’t require any special talents or
supernatural powers. It only requires doing. In
this amiable, open and accessible book, Jeroen
Kraaijenbrink takes you on his personal journey
out of Bananaland. Drawing from cognitive
psychology, martial arts, Saint Benedict,
personal experience, and a wide range of other
sources, the book offers a nine-step approach
with some remarkably practical advice for
keeping a cool head in the collective lunacy.
“Free yourself from the collective lunacy and
reclaim your calm and sensible self”
The 12 Week Year - Brian P. Moran 2013-05-15
The guide to shortening your execution cycle
down from one year to twelve weeks Most
organizations and individuals work in the
context of annual goals and plans; a twelvemonth execution cycle. Instead, The 12 Week
Year avoids the pitfalls and low productivity of
annualized thinking. This book redefines your
"year" to be 12 weeks long. In 12 weeks, there
just isn't enough time to get complacent, and
urgency increases and intensifies. The 12 Week
Year creates focus and clarity on what matters
most and a sense of urgency to do it now. In the
end more of the important stuff gets done and
the impact on results is profound. Explains how
to leverage the power of a 12 week year to drive
improved results in any area of your life Offers a
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how-to book for both individuals and
organizations seeking to improve their execution
effectiveness Authors are leading experts on
execution and implementation Turn your
organization's idea of a year on its head, and
speed your journey to success.
How the Poor Can Save Capitalism - John
Hope Bryant 2014-06-02
A successful entrepreneur and nonprofit founder
shares his plan of action to help the American
economy by assisting America’s poor. John Hope
Bryant, successful self-made businessman and
founder of the nonprofit Operation HOPE, says
business and political leaders are ignoring the
one force that could truly re-energize the stalled
American economy: the poor. If we give poor
communities the right tools, policies, and
inspiration, he argues, they will be able to lift
themselves up into the middle class and become
a new generation of customers and
entrepreneurs. Raised in poverty-stricken, ganginfested South Central Los Angeles, Bryant saw
firsthand how our institutions have abandoned
the poor. He details how business loans, home
loans, and financial investments have vanished
from their communities. After decades of
deprivation, the poor lack bank accounts, decent
credit scores, and any real firsthand experience
of how a healthy free enterprise system
functions. Bryant radically redefines the
meaning of poverty and wealth. (It’s not just a
question of finances; it’s values too.) He exposes
why attempts to aid the poor so far have fallen
short and offers a way forward: the HOPE Plan,
a series of straightforward, actionable steps to
build financial literacy and expand opportunity
so that the poor can join the middle class. Fully
seventy percent of the American economy is
driven by consumer spending, but more and
more people have too much month at the end of
their money. John Hope Bryant aspires to
“expand the philosophy of free enterprise to
include all of God's children” and create a
thriving economy that works not just for the one
percent or even the ninety-nine percent but for
the one hundred percent. This is a free
enterprise approach to solving the problem of
poverty and raising up a new America.
“Economic immobility is the defining issue of
America in the twenty-first century. John Hope
Bryant makes an engaging case for why we must

make our economy work for everyone. How the
Poor Can Save Capitalism is a must-read for
business leaders, policymakers, and community
leaders who want to make the American Dream
a reality for all our children.” —Ben Jealous,
former CEO, NAACP “John and I want the same
things. And the goals of this book are the same
goals of my Rebuild the Dream campaign. He
has provided the road map to economic recovery
for this country at a time when economic
inequality is at its peak. I, for one, will be
following the steps laid out in the HOPE Plan.”
—Van Jones, former Presidential Advisor to
Barack Obama and current host of CNN’s
Crossfire
Empty Promises Participant's Guide - Pete
Wilson 2012-04-02
What if you could find everything your soul is
longing for? God has a plan to heal the soul's
gnawing inner emptiness that is always longing
for something more. What drives this futile
attempt for fulfillment is the heart's true desire
for significance, worth, and value—a desire that
can only be met in the person and worship of
Jesus Christ. Join Pastor Pete Wilson in his
exploration of the empty promises of the “good
life” that includes the seduction of achievement,
addiction to approval, idolatry of religion,
obsession with money, and more. Learn not only
to relinquish these idols, but replace them by
turning your focus and worship toward God. It is
the only thing that will set you absolutely free
from the endless pursuit of everything else.
Features include: Six sessions of interactive
study Five days of personal, interactive Bible
study readings for each session Biblically sound
teaching and questions for group interaction For
use with the Empty Promises DVD-Based Study
(ISBN 9781418550547).
The Goal - Eliyahu M. Goldratt 2016-08-12
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working
ever more desperately to try and improve
performance. His factory is rapidly heading for
disaster. So is his marriage. He has ninety days
to save his plant - or it will be closed by
corporate HQ, with hundreds of job losses. It
takes a chance meeting with a colleague from
student days - Jonah - to help him break out of
conventional ways of thinking to see what needs
to be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to
industry' and by Businessweek as a 'genius',
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Eliyahu M. Goldratt was an internationally
recognized leader in the development of new
business management concepts and systems.
This 20th anniversary edition includes a series of
detailed case study interviews by David
Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small
Business, which explore how organizations
around the world have been transformed by Eli
Goldratt's ideas. The story of Alex's fight to save
his plant contains a serious message for all
managers in industry and explains the ideas
which underline the Theory of Constraints (TOC)
developed by Eli Goldratt. Written in a fastpaced thriller style, The Goal is the gripping
novel which is transforming management
thinking throughout the Western world. It is a
book to recommend to your friends in industry even to your bosses - but not to your
competitors!
Paper Towns - John Green 2013
Quentin Jacobson has spent a lifetime loving
Margo Roth Spiegelman from afar. So when she
cracks open a window and climbs into his life dressed like a ninja and summoning him for an
ingenious campaign of revenge - he follows.
After their all-nighter ends, Q arrives at school
to discover that Margo has disappeared.
Shaping School Culture - Terrence E. Deal
2003-02-10
Just as culture is critical to understanding the
dynamics behind any thriving community,
organization, or business, the daily realities and
deep structure of school life hold the key to
educational success. Reforms that strive for
educational excellence are likely to fail unless
they are meaningfully linked to the school's
unique culture. In Shaping School Culture,
Terrence E. Deal and Kent D. Peterson show
how leaders can harness the power of school
culture to build a lively, cooperative spirit and a
sense of school identity. The authors draw from
over twenty years of research on school
improvement as well as from their own extensive
work with school leaders across the country to
identify viable new strategies for effective school
leadership. They describe the critical elements
of culture--the purposes, traditions, norms, and
values that guide and glue the community
together--and show how a positive culture can
make school reforms work. Deal and Peterson
also explore the harmful characteristics of toxic

cultures and suggest antidotes to negativity on
the part of teachers, students, principals, or
parents. Using real-life cases from their own
research, Deal and Peterson provide concrete,
detailed illustrations of exemplary practice in
different school cultures. They reveal the key
symbolic roles that leaders play in school change
and identify the specific skills needed to change
school culture successfully. Shaping School
Culture provides an action blueprint for school
leaders committed to transforming their schools
for success.
Leadership on the Line - Ronald Abadian Heifetz
2002
Every day, in every facet of our lives,
opportunities to lead call out to us. At work and
at home, in our local communities and in the
global village, the chance to make a difference
beckons. Yet often, we hesitate. For all its
passion and promise, for all its excitement and
rewards, leading is risky, dangerous work. Why?
Because real leadership-the kind that surfaces
conflict, challenges long-held beliefs, and
demands new ways of doing things-causes pain.
And when people feel threatened, they take aim
at the person pushing for change. As a result,
leaders often get hurt both personally and
professionally. In Leadership on the Line ,
renowned leadership authorities Ronald A.
Heifetz and Marty Linsky marshal a half century
of combined teaching and consulting experience
to show that it is possible to put ourselves on the
line, respond effectively to the risks, and live to
celebrate our efforts. With compelling examples
including the presidents of countries and the
presidents of organizations, everyday managers
and prominent activists, politicians and parents,
the authors illustrate proven strategies for
surviving and thriving amidst the dangers of
leading: "Getting on the balcony": stepping back
to get perspective while remaining fiercely
engaged "Thinking politically": keeping the
opposition close, but watching your allies, too
"Orchestrating the conflict": using stress
productively to work the issues "Giving the work
back": putting the responsibility on those who
need to make the change "Holding steady":
maintaining your focus while taking the heat The
authors also address often-neglected aspects of
leadership, such as how to manage your
personal vulnerabilities, and how to anchor
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yourself and sustain your spirit through tough
times. Both uplifting and practical, this essential
book enables each of us to lead courageously
and confidently-without losing ourselves.
AUTHORBIO: Ronald A. Heifetz and Marty
Linsky are on the faculty at the John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University.
Heifetz is the author of Leadership Without Easy
Answers and Co-director of the school's Center
for Public Leadership. Linsky is Faculty Chair of
many of the school's executive programs,
including Senior Officials in State and Local
Government and Leadership for the 21st
Century.
Intercultural Marriage - Dugan Romano
2008-08-18
An insightful look at the stresses and challenges
of intercultural relationships - from one who has
been there. Today we live in a world without
borders, a global village. Distance no longer
defines who we meet, fall in love with or marry.
The Internet and e-mail connect people around
the world in seconds. Immigration, study abroad,
travel and multinational business have created a
thriving cross-cultural community. But the
experiences shared across cultures and
countries do not always bridge the fundamental
differences in beliefs and behaviors that span
diverse cultures. In Intercultural Marriage,
Dugan Romano delivers a "reality check" for
anyone already in, or contemplating, an
intercultural marriage. This insightful book
interweaves lessons learned from others and
suggests that the joys of an intercultural
marriage often result from turning the
challenges of crossing cultures into an
opportunity for a fulfilling and lasting
relationship. Now in its third edition,
Intercultural Marriage examines the impact of
cultural differences in marriage and offers
practical guidelines on how to deal with the
complexities they bring to a partnership.
Covering such topics as raising bicultural
children, religion, values, male vs. female roles,
sex and social class, Romano continues to give
voice to hundreds of couples she has interviewed
and followed for over a decade.
Raising Sons of Promise - Roland C. Warren
2021-12-07
As a single mother, you might find yourself in
the difficult position of raising sons alone,

wounded by the broken promises of your child's
father. But God offers a greater promise to you
and your family. Roland Warren, himself the
child of a single mother, invites you on a journey
to heal your heart and parent your boys to
become healthy men, good husbands, and strong
fathers.
Avoiding Thesis and Dissertation Pitfalls Robert Murray Thomas 2001
The authors give 61 cases of graduate students
who are experiencing problems with their
research projects. Each case is cast as a
dialogue between a professor and a troubled
student who is seeking the professor's help in
solving a particular problem.
The Future of Brain Repair - Jack Price
2020-03-24
A scientist assesses the potential of stem cell
therapies for treating such brain disorders as
stroke, Alzheimer's disease, and Parkinson's
disease. Stem cell therapies are the subject of
enormous hype, endowed by the media with
almost magical qualities and imagined by the
public to bring about miracle cures. Stem cells
have the potential to generate new cells of
different types, and have been shown to do so in
certain cases. Could stem cell transplants repair
the damaged brain? In this book, neurobiologist
Jack Price assesses the potential of stem cell
therapies to treat such brain disorders as stroke,
Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and
spinal cord injuries. Certainly brain disorders
are in need of effective treatments. These
disorders don't just kill, they disable, and
conventional drug therapies have not had much
success in treating them. Price explains that
repairing the human brain is difficult, largely
because of its structural, functional, and
developmental complexity. He examines the selfrepairing capacity of blood and gut cells—and
the lack of such capacity in the brain; describes
the limitations of early brain stem cell therapies
for neurodegenerative disorders; and discusses
current clinical trials that may lead to the first
licensed stem cell therapies for stroke,
Parkinson's and macular degeneration. And he
describes the real promise of pluripotential stem
cells, which can make all the cell types that
constitute the body. New technologies, Price
reports, challenge the very notion of cell
transplantation, instead seeking to convince the
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brain itself to manufacture the new cells it
needs. Could this be the true future of brain
repair?
Making Government Work - Katherine Barrett
2020-02-01
As performance management has evolved, it has
encompassed many different tools and
approaches including measurement, data
analysis, evidence-based management, process
improvement, research and evaluation. In the
past, many of the efforts to improve performance
in government have been fragmented, separated
into silos and labeled with a variety of different
names including performance-based budgeting,
performance-informed management, managing
for results and so on. Making Government Work:
The Promises and Pitfalls of PerformanceInformed Management by Katherine Barrett and
Rich Greene is loaded with dozens of stories of
what practitioners are currently working
on—what’s working and what’s not. The benefits
are ample, so are the challenges. This book
describes both, along with practical steps taken
by practitioners to make government work
better. Readers will discover that while the
authors strive to meet the documentation
standards of carefully vetted academic papers,
the approach they take is journalistic. Over the
last year, Barrett and Greene talked to scores of
state and local officials, as well as academics
and other national experts to find out how
performance management tools and approaches
have changed, and what is coming in the nearterm future. Performance management has been
in a state of evolution for decades now, and so
Barrett and Greene have endeavored to capture
the state of the world as it is today. By detailing
both the challenges and conquests of
performance management in Making
Government Work: The Promises and Pitfalls of
Performance-Informed Management, Barrett and
Greene ensure readers will find the kind of
balanced information that is helpful to both
academics and practitioners—and that can move
the field forward.
The Failed Promise - Robert S. Levine
2022-08-02
Robert S. Levine foregrounds the viewpoints of
Black Americans on Reconstruction in his
absorbing account of the struggle between the
great orator Frederick Douglass and President

Andrew Johnson. When Andrew Johnson
assumed the presidency after Abraham Lincoln’s
assassination, the country was on the precipice
of radical change. Johnson, seemingly more
progressive than Lincoln, looked like the ideal
person to lead the country. He had already cast
himself as a “Moses” for the Black community,
and African Americans were optimistic that he
would pursue aggressive federal policies for
Black equality. Despite this early promise,
Frederick Douglass, the country’s most
influential Black leader, soon grew disillusioned
with Johnson’s policies and increasingly doubted
the president was sincere in supporting Black
citizenship. In a dramatic and pivotal meeting
between Johnson and a Black delegation at the
White House, the president and Douglass came
to verbal blows over the course of
Reconstruction. As he lectured across the
country, Douglass continued to attack Johnson’s
policies, while raising questions about the
Radical Republicans’ hesitancy to grant African
Americans the vote. Johnson meanwhile kept his
eye on Douglass, eventually making a surprising
effort to appoint him to a key position in his
administration. Levine grippingly portrays the
conflicts that brought Douglass and the wider
Black community to reject Johnson and call for a
guilty verdict in his impeachment trial. He
brings fresh insight by turning to letters
between Douglass and his sons, speeches by
Douglass and other major Black figures like
Frances E. W. Harper, and articles and letters in
the Christian Recorder, the most important
African American newspaper of the time. In
counterpointing the lives and careers of
Douglass and Johnson, Levine offers a distinctive
vision of the lost promise and dire failure of
Reconstruction, the effects of which still
reverberate today.
Predictably Irrational - Dan Ariely 2008-02
An upbeat cultural evaluation of the sources of
illogical decisions explores the reasons why
irrational thought often overcomes level-headed
practices, offering insight into the structural
patterns that cause people to make the same
mistakes repeatedly. 150,000 first printing.
The Promise of a Pencil - Adam Braun
2014-03-18
The author describes how he left a lucrative
business consulting job to found the nonprofit
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Pencils of Promise, an organization responsible
for building schools for the poor in developing
countries around the world and which recently
completed its two hundredth school.
Hoping to Help - Judith N. Lasker 2016-02-19
Overseas volunteering has exploded in numbers
and interest in the last couple of decades. Every
year, hundreds of thousands of people travel
from wealthier to poorer countries to participate
in short-term volunteer programs focused on
health services. Churches, universities, nonprofit
service organizations, profit-making
"voluntourism" companies, hospitals, and large
corporations all sponsor brief missions. Hoping
to Help is the first book to offer a comprehensive
assessment of global health volunteering, based
on research into how it currently operates, its
benefits and drawbacks, and how it might be
organized to contribute most effectively. Given
the enormous human and economic investment
in these activities, it is essential to know more
about them and to understand the advantages
and disadvantages for host communities. Most
people assume that poor communities benefit
from the goodwill and skills of the volunteers.
Volunteer trips are widely advertised as a means
to "give back" and "make a difference." In
contrast, some claim that health volunteering is
a new form of colonialism, designed to benefit
the volunteers more than the host communities.
Others focus on unethical practices and
potential harm to the presumed "beneficiaries."
Judith N. Lasker evaluates these opposing
positions and relies on extensive
research—interviews with host country staff
members, sponsor organization leaders, and
volunteers, a national survey of sponsors, and
participant observation—to identify best and
worst practices. She adds to the debate a focus
on the benefits to the sponsoring organizations,
benefits that can contribute to practices that are
inconsistent with what host country staff identify
as most likely to be useful for them and even
with what may enhance the experience for
volunteers. Hoping to Help illuminates the
activities and goals of sponsoring organizations
and compares dominant practices to the
preferences of host country staff and to nine
principles for most effective volunteer trips.
The Promise and Pitfalls of Grand Strategy
(Enlarged Edition) - Hal Brands 2012

Louder and Faster - Deborah Wong 2019-09-10
A free open access ebook is available upon
publication. Learn more at www.luminosoa.org.
Louder and Faster is a cultural study of the
phenomenon of Asian American taiko, the
thundering, athletic drumming tradition that
originated in Japan. Immersed in the taiko scene
for twenty years, Deborah Wong has witnessed
cultural and demographic changes and the
exponential growth and expansion of taiko
particularly in Southern California. Through her
participatory ethnographic work, she reveals a
complicated story embedded in memories of
Japanese American internment and legacies of
imperialism, Asian American identity and
politics, a desire to be seen and heard, and the
intersection of culture and global capitalism.
Exploring the materialities of the drums,
costumes, and bodies that make sound,
analyzing the relationship of these to capitalist
multiculturalism, and investigating the gender
politics of taiko, Louder and Faster considers
both the promises and pitfalls of music and
performance as an antiracist practice. The result
is a vivid glimpse of an Asian American presence
that is both loud and fragile.
Shaping School Culture - Terrence E. Deal
2016-07-22
The most trusted guide to school culture,
updated with current challenges and new
solutions Shaping School Culture is the classic
guide to exceptional school leadership, featuring
concrete guidance on influencing the subtle
symbolic features of schools that provide
meaning, belief, and faith. Written by renowned
experts in the area of school culture, this book
tackles the increasing challenges facing public
schools and provides clear, candid suggestions
for more effective symbolic leadership. This new
third edition has been revised to reflect the
reality of schools today, including the increased
emphasis on high-stakes testing, federal reforms
such as No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), state sponsored
improvement programs, and other major issues
that impact organizational culture and the role
of school leaders. Each chapter features new
examples and cases that illustrate persistent
problems, spelling out key cultural implications
and offering concrete examples of overcoming
the challenges while maintaining a meaningful
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learning environment. The chapter on toxic
schools continues to provide the field's most
trusted advice on navigating this rocky terrain,
and the discussion's focus on how to manage
negativity remains especially integral to
besieged school administrators across the U.S.
Recent years have jolted the nation's school
system with a number of new developments that
spell problems for the cultural tapestry of
schools. This book provides expert perspective
and sage, doable advice for administrators
tending to external pressures while
sustainingï¿1⁄2or evolvingï¿1⁄2a more positive
school culture. Navigate new challenges
including Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
and waning confidence and faith Turn around a
toxic school culture with confidence and success
Foster a culture of passion, purpose, and
meaning Adopt a more active form of symbolic
leadership to support students, faculty, staff,
parents, and community Test scores as the
primary metric, relentless reforms, waning
public support, and timid initiatives wrapped in
bureaucratic packaging: while among the most
prominent issues administrators face are only
the tip of the iceberg. Shaping School Culture
charts a route through competing pressures to
help educational leaders hew a positive learning
environment for schools.
Sex Integration in Sport and Physical Culture Alex Channon 2018-10-11
Scholars working in the academic field of sport
studies have long debated the relationship
between sport and gender. Modern sport forms,
along with many related activities, have been
shown to have historically supported ideals of
male superiority, by largely excluding women
and/or celebrating only men’s athletic
achievements. While the growth of women’s
sport throughout the 20th and 21st centuries
has extinguished the notion of female frailty,
revealing that women can embody athletic
qualities previously thought exclusive to men,
the continuation of sex segregation in many
settings has left something of a discursive ‘back
door’ through which ideals of male athletic
superiority can escape unscathed, retaining their
influence over wider cultural belief systems.
However, sex-integrated sport potentially offers
a radical departure from such beliefs, as it
challenges us to reject assumptions of male

superiority, entertaining very different visions of
sex difference and gender relations to those
typically constructed through traditional models
of physical culture. This comprehensive
collection offers a diverse range of international
case studies that reaffirm the contemporary
relevance of sex integration debates, and also
articulate the possibility of sport acting as a
legitimate space for political struggle, resistance
and change. This book was originally published
as a special issue of Sport in Society.
The 9 Pitfalls of Data Science - Jay Cordes
2019-07-08
Data science has never had more influence on
the world. Large companies are now seeing the
benefit of employing data scientists to interpret
the vast amounts of data that now exists.
However, the field is so new and is evolving so
rapidly that the analysis produced can be
haphazard at best. The 9 Pitfalls of Data Science
shows us real-world examples of what can go
wrong. Written to be an entertaining read, this
invaluable guide investigates the all too common
mistakes of data scientists - who can be plagued
by lazy thinking, whims, hunches, and prejudices
- and indicates how they have been at the root of
many disasters, including the Great Recession.
Gary Smith and Jay Cordes emphasise how
scientific rigor and critical thinking skills are
indispensable in this age of Big Data, as
machines often find meaningless patterns that
can lead to dangerous false conclusions. The 9
Pitfalls of Data Science is loaded with
entertaining tales of both successful and
misguided approaches to interpreting data, both
grand successes and epic failures. These
cautionary tales will not only help data scientists
be more effective, but also help the public
distinguish between good and bad data science.
Geographical Indications at the Crossroads
of Trade, Development, and Culture - Irene
Calboli 2017-06-16
This volume focuses on the procedures for
determining the geographical indicator labels
for globally traded goods in the Asia-Pacific
region. The book is also available as Open
Access.
Health Economics and Policy - Victor R.
Fuchs 2018
The collection represents an extraordinary
intellectual achievement and ... a handbook for
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anyone thinking about health and health policy.
Out of Office - Charlie Warzel 2021-12-07
The future isn’t about where we will work, but
how. For years we have struggled to balance
work and life, with most of us feeling
overwhelmed and burned out because our
relationship to work is broken. This “isn't just a
book about remote work. It's a book that helps
us imagine a future where our lives—at the
office and home—are happier, more productive,
and genuinely meaningful” (Charles Duhigg,
best-selling author of The Power of Habit). Out
of Office is a book for every office worker – from
employees to managers – currently facing the
decision about whether, and how, to return to
the office. The past two years have shown us
that there may be a new path forward, one that
doesn’t involve hellish daily commutes and the
demands of jam-packed work schedules that no
longer make sense. But how can we realize that
future in a way that benefits workers and
companies alike? Based on groundbreaking
reporting and interviews with workers and
managers around the world, Out of Office
illuminates the key values and questions that
should be driving this conversation: trust,
fairness, flexibility, inclusive workplaces, equity,
and work-life balance. Above all, they argue that
companies need to listen to their employees –
and that this will promote, rather than impede,
productivity and profitability. As a society, we
have talked for decades about flexible work
arrangements; this book makes clear that we are
at an inflection point where this is actually
possible for many employees and their
companies. Out of Office is about so much more
than zoom meetings and hybrid schedules: it
aims to reshape our entire relationship to the
office.
The Distance Between Us - Reyna Grande
2012-08-28
In this inspirational and unflinchingly honest
memoir, acclaimed author Reyna Grande
describes her childhood torn between the United
States and Mexico, and shines a light on the
experiences, fears, and hopes of those who
choose to make the harrowing journey across
the border. Reyna Grande vividly brings to life
her tumultuous early years in this
“compelling...unvarnished, resonant”
(BookPage) story of a childhood spent torn

between two parents and two countries. As her
parents make the dangerous trek across the
Mexican border to “El Otro Lado” (The Other
Side) in pursuit of the American dream, Reyna
and her siblings are forced into the already
overburdened household of their stern
grandmother. When their mother at last returns,
Reyna prepares for her own journey to “El Otro
Lado” to live with the man who has haunted her
imagination for years, her long-absent father.
Funny, heartbreaking, and lyrical, The Distance
Between Us poignantly captures the confusion
and contradictions of childhood, reminding us
that the joys and sorrows we experience are
imprinted on the heart forever, calling out to us
of those places we first called home. Also
available in Spanish as La distancia entre
nosotros.
One Billion Hungry - Gordon Conway
2012-10-15
Hunger is a daily reality for a billion people.
More than six decades after the technological
discoveries that led to the Green Revolution
aimed at ending world hunger, regular food
shortages, malnutrition, and poverty still plague
vast swaths of the world. And with increasing
food prices, climate change, resource inequality,
and an ever-increasing global population, the
future holds further challenges. In One Billion
Hungry, Sir Gordon Conway, one of the world's
foremost experts on global food needs, explains
the many interrelated issues critical to our
global food supply from the science of
agricultural advances to the politics of food
security. He expands the discussion begun in his
influential The Doubly Green Revolution: Food
for All in the Twenty-First Century, emphasizing
the essential combination of increased food
production, environmental stability, and poverty
reduction necessary to end endemic hunger on
our planet. Conway addresses a series of urgent
questions about global hunger: • How we will
feed a growing global population in the face of a
wide range of adverse factors, including climate
change? • What contributions can the social and
natural sciences make in finding solutions? •
And how can we engage both government and
the private sector to apply these solutions and
achieve significant impact in the lives of the
poor? Conway succeeds in sharing his informed
optimism about our collective ability to address
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these fundamental challenges if we use
technology paired with sustainable practices and
strategic planning. Beginning with a definition of
hunger and how it is calculated, and moving
through issues topically both detailed and
comprehensive, each chapter focuses on specific
challenges and solutions, ranging in scope from
the farmer's daily life to the global movement of
food, money, and ideas. Drawing on the latest
scientific research and the results of projects
around the world, Conway addresses the
concepts and realities of our global food needs:
the legacy of the Green Revolution; the impact of
market forces on food availability; the promise
and perils of genetically modified foods;
agricultural innovation in regard to crops,
livestock, pest control, soil, and water; and the
need to both adapt to and slow the rate of
climate change. One Billion Hungry will be
welcomed by all readers seeking a multifaceted
understanding of our global food supply, food
security, international agricultural development,
and sustainability.
Alcoholics Anonymous - Alcoholics Anonymous
World Services 1986
The basic text for Alcoholics Anonymous.
NOT "Just Friends" - Shirley Glass 2007-11-01
One of the world’s leading experts on infidelity
provides a step-by-step guide through the
process of infidelity—from suspicion and
revelation to healing, and provides profound,
practical guidance to prevent infidelity and, if it
happens, recover and heal from it. You’re right
to be cautious when you hear these words: “I’m
telling you, we’re just friends.” Good people in
good marriages are having affairs. The
workplace and the Internet have become fertile
breeding grounds for “friendships” that can
slowly and insidiously turn into love affairs. Yet
you can protect your relationship from emotional
or sexual betrayal by recognizing the red flags
that mark the stages of slipping into an
improper, dangerous intimacy that can threaten
your marriage.
The Love Hypothesis - Ali Hazelwood
2021-09-14
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and
TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A
BuzzFeed Best Summer Read of 2021 When a
fake relationship between scientists meets the
irresistible force of attraction, it throws one

woman's carefully calculated theories on love
into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive
Smith doesn't believe in lasting romantic
relationships--but her best friend does, and
that's what got her into this situation.
Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on
her way to a happily ever after was always going
to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks:
Scientists require proof. So, like any selfrespecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the
first man she sees. That man is none other than
Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and
well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively
floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant
agrees to keep her charade a secret and be her
fake boyfriend. But when a big science
conference goes haywire, putting Olive's career
on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again
with his unyielding support and even more
unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little
experiment feels dangerously close to
combustion. And Olive discovers that the only
thing more complicated than a hypothesis on
love is putting her own heart under the
microscope.
Empty Promises - Pete Wilson 2012-04-09
We all long for more of something in our lives. In
our endless pursuit to feel worth and acceptance
we find ourselves sacrificing everything for the
promise to be a little more beautiful, a little
richer, a little more powerful and successful, a
little more loved. How do we break free from
these empty pursuits and start chasing the only
Promise that will ever satisfy? How do we
uncover the hidden idols that are driving us and
turn our devotion toward the one true God? Join
Pastor and best-selling author Pete Wilson in
discovering the joy and freedom that comes with
seeking after God with your whole life. Learn
how to replace, and not just relinquish, life's
empty promises by turning your focus and
worship toward Him. It is the only thing that will
set you absolutely free from the endless pursuit
of everything else.
Peers Inc - Robin Chase 2015-06-09
When Robin Chase cofounded Zipcar, she not
only started a business but established the
foundation for one of the most important
economic and social ideas of our time: the
collaborative economy. With this important
book, she broadens our thinking about the ways
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in which the economy is being transformed and
shows how the Peers Inc model is changing the
very nature of capitalism. When the best of
people power is combined with the best of
corporate power to form “Peers Inc”
organizations, a potent creative force is
released. The “Inc” in these collaborations
delivers the industrial strengths of significant
scale and resources, and the “Peers” bring
together the individual strengths of localization,
specialization, and customization, unlocking the
power of the collaborative economy. When
excess capacity is harnessed by the platform and
diverse peers participate, a completely new
dynamic is unleashed. In Peers Inc, Robin Chase
brings her provocative insights to work,
business, the economy, and the environment,
showing: •How focusing on excess capacity
transforms the economics of what's possible and
delivers abundance to all •How the new
collaboration between the Inc and the Peers
enables companies to grow more quickly, learn
faster, and deliver smarter products and services
•How leveraging the Peers Inc model can
address climate change with the necessary
speed and scale •How the Peers Inc model can
help legacy companies overcome their
shortening life cycle by inviting innovation and
evolution •Why power parity between the Peers
and the Inc is a prerequisite for long-term
success •How platforms can be built within the
existing financial system or outside of it •What
government can do to enhance economic
possibility and protect people working in this
new decentralized world Chase casts a wide net,
illuminating the potential of the Peers Inc model
to address broader issues such as climate

change and income inequality, and proves the
impact that this innovative economic force can
have on the most pressing issues of our time.
Metrics - Vincanne Adams 2016-03-05
This volume's contributors evaluate the
accomplishments, limits, and consequences of
using quantitative metrics in global health.
Whether analyzing maternal mortality rates, the
relationships between political goals and metrics
data, or the links between health outcomes and
a program's fiscal support, the contributors
question the ability of metrics to solve global
health problems. They capture a moment when
global health scholars and practitioners must
evaluate the potential effectiveness and pitfalls
of different metrics—even as they remain elusive
and problematic. Contributors. Vincanne Adams,
Susan Erikson, Molly Hales, Pierre Minn, Adeola
Oni-Orisan, Carolyn Smith-Morris, Marlee
Tichenor, Lily Walkover, Claire L. Wendland
Reviving Evangelical Ethics - Wyndy Corbin
Reuschling 2008-04-01
Classic theories of Aristotle, Kant, and Mill have
influenced Christian thought in morality and
ethics for centuries. But they can go only so far,
Wyndy Corbin Reuschling writes in Reviving
Evangelical Ethics. While the philosophers'
approach to three key elements--virtue, duty,
and utility--have been used widely in forming
ethical and moral practices, Corbin Reuschling
sees spiritual danger in their limitations. She
probes deeply to deconstruct each philosophy,
then reconstructs a broader, biblically based
framework for personal and group ethics. This
introductory text provides helpful biblical and
theological reflection for students of Christian
ethics.
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